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FOUNDERS RESERVE COLLECTOR’S EDITION is the first
gem of a series of 3 BLACK XO’s
XO’s from A.H. Riise
Riise.. A small treasure
trove consisting of blends, which represent a reduced, exclusive
snapshot. 3 blends at 3 different alcohol strengths, where the only
visible difference is the colour of the batch indication on the bottle
as well as the alcohol strength.
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THE FOUNDERS RESERVE shows
the highly complex art of blending. When creating
a batch our Master Blender choose between a numerous of casks containing old rum matured to perfection.
Each individual cask shows unique aromas and expressions.
They are carefully selected to ensure their contribution to the final
creation we treasure so much.
In spite of the Master Blender’s impressive tasting skills, small variations will always occur in different batches. The uniqueness of
each cask generates unlimited variables and compromises must be
made when the art of blending is being exercised.

1st
2nd
3rd

The first batch of 11.232 bottles with a strength
of 44,5 % and have RED text on the label.
Second release of 11.280 bottles with a strength
of 44,3% will be launched in the beginning of 2022
and will have BLUE text on the label.
Finally, third release with 8.976 bottles with a strength
of 44,8% is expected to have release mid 2022 and will
have GREEN text on the label.

True connoisseurs will notice a slight differences between
the batches and will also be able to taste the differences between
the 3 FOUNDERS RESERVE editions with their own unique alcohol percentage.
We believe that if you surrender to the magic in our blend and if
you set your senses free while enjoying, you will be able to discover
the tiny variations in the FOUNDERS RESERVE.
RESERVE.
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